The Xerox FreeFlow® Print Server with JPEG Plug-in lets you print raw image files directly, without conversion or preprocessing.

Streamline your photo production with the Xerox FreeFlow Print Server with JPEG Plug-in. It allows you to print raw JPEG image files, without having to preprocess them through a photo-imaging software program. Use it to automate your photo production, while enhancing speed, flexibility, and profitability.

**Designed for your current workflow**
The JPEG Plug-in seamlessly integrates with your existing photo-management software—no need to convert to PostScript® or PDF. It builds on the user-friendly functionality of the Xerox FreeFlow Print Server for ease of use and expanded capabilities.

**Streamline with preset queues**
Select your desired output queue and the JPEG Plug-in automatically uses the correct settings:
- Image size
- Paper size
- Layout style (n-up)
- Sequencing—repeat, alternate, sequential, cut, and stack
- Gutter
- Crop marks

Preset queues make it quick and easy to print on standard paper sizes in the image sizes you use most often:
- 3.5 x 5 in.
- 4 x 6 in.
- 5 x 7 in.
- 8 x 10 in.
- Index prints
- A3
- A4
- A5

**Multiple images, multiple options**
When you have multiple images, the JPEG Plug-in allows you to select a repeat, alternate, or sequential format—then, batch process automatically for greater efficiency and profitability. You can even re-submit jobs directly from the Print Server without having to retransfer JPEGs from the host workstation, saving you more time and money.

**Help for “less than perfect” images**
When you use your FreeFlow Print Server with JPEG Plug-in, you also have access to the powerful processing capability of Automatic Image Enhancement (AIE). Use AIE for “one click” photo enhancements without the time or expense associated with traditional photo manipulation. AIE capabilities include compensation and adjustment for exposure, sharpening, saturation, red-eye reduction, and more.

**Find out more**
For more information about the FreeFlow Print Server with JPEG Plug-in, contact your Xerox sales representative, or visit us on the Web at www.xerox.com/freeflow.